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ABSTRACT. The main objective of a machine tool is to reproduce on the tool (or the workpiece) the required cutter path. The quality of the machined parts depends largely on the accuracy of the machine. High speed machining is first a cutting process. To reach required performances (in terms of acceleration, velocity, accuracy, … ), it is necessary to use fast dynamic machine tools. Basically, the deformations of the kinematics chains become more important. The first part of this paper defines the principles of a current design of a machine tool. The reduction of costs requires a simulation of its global behaviour before manufacturing the machine. Models have been performed and checked to orient design choices. Process is better controlled if it is known. It is therefore essential to get a model of this process including the whole transmission (actuator, kinematics chain, structure, … ) to simulate its behaviour. An approach by parametric identification using modal analysis algorithms is proposed. A simplified model, including localized stiffness, is established in view of a real time control. The generalized transfer function of the positioning device is extracted for every axis. The study highlights the importance of analyzing the variation of parameters. However, the study of the mechanical part is difficult, especially because of unstationnary process. It requires know-how expertise in the experimental domain in order to make the stage of design-simulation reliable and systematic. The global behaviour of a machine tool cannot be summarized by a juxtaposition of each axis behaviour. Phenomena of coupling exist. They are due to the complexity of the multi-axis general structure. Furthermore, the tool-piece bond, during cutting, induces an equivalent coupling to a closed mechanical loop. KEY WORDS. Machine tool, high speed machining, process modelling, dynamic, modal analysis, axis control, transfer function.



Introduction In the case of a soft material's Very High Speed Machining, the cutting speed can be very high and requires efficient machine tools. The profit is obvious on machining but cannot be done by loss of machining accuracy. The complex form machining (i.e. tool's machining), sets problems on path's attend because the working organizations of the different used axis are usually transient. To lower the chase error, axis dynamic has to be increased. A solution is to increase the loop gain of the servocontrol, but the limit of stability is very soon reached [BAR 95]. The requirements notebook for the driving of the axis leads necessarily to excite the vibratory modes of the driving between the activator and the position to control. The advantage to dispose of an elaborated model is obvious, since the global algorithm must only take care of this particular characteristic, but also of those of the activator feeding. In its own connection, every kinematic chain is made of inertial elements and of interconnected elastic ones. The different frictions or dampings are usually weak so that the chain's dynamic performance is always an oscillatory form. 1. Current design of a machine tool The design and the realization of a machine tool implemented abilities that were the results of a long experience. The evolution of the concept was slow and only subordinated to the technologic development. Nowadays, machine tool design has to include the dynamic behaviour of the operational part straightly due to the process command system. The minimization of the costs and scheduled times require performances of the simulation of the foreseeable machine tool behaviour. The expected performances let the maximal paths, the useful cutting out power, the kinematic and dynamic performances (carrying out errors) of axis, a virtual machine is built (fig. 1) with the help of CAD. A finite elements model (fig. 2) can qualify and quantify the dynamic behaviour of the unit. This simulation should enable to: a) establish a behaviour model for the process driving. This cannot be straightly issued from the finite elements analysis. The real time control process should become impossible. A compromise should be found to allow retain more influential elements (likely to be appealed), in the model, but too much simplified, the model would be very far from the real system. The simplification is realized with a projection of modes on each axis to control (fig.4). The introduction of flexibility in the kinematic chain allows to obtain an equivalent dynamic behaviour in the considered direction. The achieved model can then be integrated in the control device (fig.3) to establish correcting algorithms with the help of simulation software. b) turn the modifications to bring to the conceiving (back to the virtual machine tool) before to manufacturing of machine tool’s.
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Figure 1. Virtual machine tool. Milling machine UGV H1350 – FOREST LINE



Figure 3. Diagram of principal of the control process
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Figure 2. Modal analysis of machine- Figure 4. Simplified model of milling machine UGV H1350 – FOREST LINE
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2. Positioning chain model A modelisation of each element of the transmission movement chain can be straightly done by an equivalent couple mass/spring. The simple elements such as the movement transformation screw do not face a specific problem. On the contrary, the complex structures as the upright, the frame, ... will have an equivalent dynamic model in each direction.



The practice was realized with a High Speed milling machine H1350 from FOREST-LINE company. The axis Z transmission modelisation of the H1350 (fig 5) uses this procedure.
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Figure 5. H1350 axis Y and Z transmission chains 2.1. Finite elements model The structural deformation during a moving is complex and in any direction. A dynamic analysis allows to get the mode shapes. We can then define a simplified model, in the directions of the machine axis, leading to an equivalent dynamic behaviour (fig. 6). Only the more significant first mode shapes are taken into account to limit complexity of the models.
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Figure 6. Modal projection on each axis



2.2. Models with different stiffness Once the kinematic chain has been designed, it seems necessary to reduce the number of spring elements. This phase requires taking care of limiting the incurred risk with a too important simplification. The set up model study brings to the fore different stiffness types: - a torsional spring for elements under a torque (motor shaft and screw) ; - a traction stiffness - internal compression connecting two parts sharing the transmission of movement; - a traction stiffness - external compression connecting to the frame transmission elements (settle considered part). The model simplification is obtained by reducing of the number of springs with a reduced number of equivalent stiffness. In the same way, the mass and/or inertias, as well as the dampers, are gathered. In order to keep the complete/simplified coherence of the model, we will keep the three above recalled stiffness types. Figure 7 corresponds to a mechanical transmission model with the previously defined springs (symbolic Z-axis diagram's presentation). The internal stiffnesses kz1eq and k'zeq give a dynamic behaviour which can be similar to the "in front " of the mass Mz1eq. µz1eq Fz
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Figure 7. Simplified model of Z-axis admitting 3 types of stiffness – Symbolic presentation This model lets to obtain four differential second order equations. The defined differential equations of movement yields to the following expression: &}+ [K]⋅{X}= {Fext } µ ⋅{X [M]⋅{X&&}+ []
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[1]



2.3. Transfer function We can set the coming input-output (mobile position/motor torque) with the determination of the transfer function of the transmission chain. The differential equations [1] are written as: {X (s)}= [ H ]⋅{F(s)} with:



C mz (s )  θmz (s )   0   θ (s )   vz  ; F s ( ) = X ( s ) = { } Z (s ) { ext }  0  ;  Mv       Z ( s ) F s − ( )  M   z    H1 (s) H 2 (s) H 3 (s) H 4 (s)   H ( s ) H ( s ) H ( s ) H (s )  6 7 8  [H ]=  5 H 9 (s ) H 10 (s ) H 11 (s ) H 12 (s )   H 13 (s ) H 14 (s ) H 15 (s ) H 16 (s )



The described process is considered as a stationary and linear one, the differential equations have constant coefficients. In fact, the coefficients are slowly varying in front of the global dynamic. Different parts can be recognized in the transfer function [2]: - a first order unit, which represents the transmission inertia. This mode is predominant. It gives the transitory answer form and life; - two second order units in the denominator, which represent the system oscillating part. These modes are due to external elasticity connected to inertias; - a second order unit in the numerator associated to a second order one by the denominator. These modes are due to external elasticities connecting the inertia to the frame. H 3r ( s ) =



Z M (s ) = C mz (s)



K zm (1 + K z 2 s 2 ) 3 2ςzi 1 s(1 + τzm s)∏ (1 + s + 2 s2 ) ω ω i =1 nzi nzi



[2]



The stability of the system is subordinated to these modes (ω nzi is the natural frequency and ζ zi the damping coefficient). We can write [DUM 98] that each new stiffness taken into account in the model will bring: - a second order unit by denominator if it is an internal stiffness; - a two second order units set by numerator and by denominator if it is an external stiffness. The generalized transfer function Hnr(s) is set up from a model that represents the mechanical transmission with n springs. 2ςzp 1 s + 2 s2 ) ω nzp ω nzp 1 Z (s) K zm p=1 = H nr (s) = M 2ςzq 2ςzj 1 1 2 q =nre C mZ (s) s(1 + τzms) j=nri ∏ (1 + ω s + ω 2 s ) ∏ (1 + ω s + ω 2 s 2 ) q =1 j=1 nzq nzq nzj nzj p = n re



∏ (1 +



[3]



With : nr : taken into account stiffness number in the model ; nri : number of internal type stiffnes ; nre : external type spring number. 2.4. Position transducer influence Controlling the real tool position in the considered direction is ideal. In practice, the settlement of the position transducer takes into account some operative part restraints conceiving. With the surroundings tied up to the cutting-out (lubrification, chips, high tool's leveled temperature,...), it seems unlikely to straightly measure the tool position. The position transducer setting depends on mechanical part and on driving part conceivers' choices (figure 8). These choices have consequences on the subjugated system behaviour as soon as the whole transmission is no longer considered as an infinite stiffness. Moreover, every mechanical element, which is not in the subjugated loop, is refund as in opened loop then uncontrolled. On the opposite, if the transducer is close to the cutting-tool, the whole mechanical process integrating the different stiffnesses is inside the subjugated loop. Z axis
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Figure 8. Transducer location in the mechanical device.



Linear transducer located on the carriage



We take as an example the above figure corresponding model. According to the chosen location of the transducer, the numerator of the transfer function H2r(s) has to be modified. When the transducer is located on the carriage (stiffness included in the subjugating loop), the transfer function fits with the expression [4] :



H 2 r (s ) =



K zm 2ςz1 1 2ςz 2 1 s(1 + τzms)(1 + s + 2 s 2 )(1 + s + 2 s2 ) ω nz1 ω nz1 ω nz 2 ω nz 2



[4]



If the transducer is placed on the nut, a conjugated complex naughts couple appears by the H2r(s) numerator. If the transducer is placed on the motor, a second conjugated complex naught appears in the numerator [5]. 2ςz 3 1 2ςz 4 1 s + 2 s 2 )(1 + s + 2 s2 ) ω nz 3 ω nz 3 ω nz 4 ω nz 4 H 2 r / moteur (s) = 2ςz1 1 2ςz 2 1 s(1 + τzm s )(1 + s + 2 s 2 )(1 + s + 2 s2 ) ω nz1 ω nz 1 ω nz 2 ω nz 2 K′ zm (1 +



[5]



Each time the transducer is one stiffness in the displaced activator direction, a conjugated complex naught couple appears in the transfer function numerator. In truth, it is not so easy, since there is no "concentrated" stiffness but mechanical constituents controlling a continued stiffness. Nevertheless, according the assumptions of a mass-spring model and considering that some parts of the movement transmission chain present a stiffness that is relatively weaker (preponderant stiffness), the methodology can be validated. The solution which consists in placing the transducer on the motor, puts to the front a natural stabilization phenomenon since the naught attracts complex conjugated poles in the stable half-plane (fig. 9). This gives the subjugated process a "mechanical" stability without the help of sophisticated command strategies.



Figure 9. Root locus of mechanical process when the transducer is placed on the motor



Unfortunately, in the case of dynamic use of the machine, this choice is the worst on real tool position since the whole mechanical part (including the different stiffness) is found with an opened loop again (so uncontrolled). 2.5. Experimental validation The validation of the proposed approach requires experimentation on operating machines with its model of the movement transmission chain. Vibration analysis has been performed on real machine (H 1350). The aim is manifold: - to validate the Hnr(s) structure model by putting to the fore the different oscillatory blocs and the first order dominant mode; - to determine the model order (number of natural frequencies taken into account), then the number of springs; - to quantify the transfer function parameters to obtain a realistic model for the command study. The experiences allow, after an appropriated mathematical treatment, to take out the transfer functions, in the different machine axis, for the n first natural frequencies. These are not necessarily identical in each axis, since the mode shapes direction for the given natural frequency can very well fit to displacements along only one or two axis . The Y axis direction experimental curve is given by figure 10. A least square computation is performed to define the transfer function model by taking into account the only n first modes (here for the two first natural frequencies for example). We can then extract the damping modal parameters ζ yi and the natural frequency ones ω nyi for the chosen model [BLE 84].
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Figure 10. Experimental results in Y direction – transfer function with the estimation of the 2 first modes



The transfer function for the mass-spring model with two entailing stiffness’ (in fact the two first natural frequencies), is given with the following expression [6] : H Y 2r =



ω vY (s) = C mY (s)



4,59 ⋅10 − 2 (1 + 1,04s )1 + 2 ⋅0,11 s + 1 2 s 2 1 + 2 ⋅0,476 s + 1 2 s 2  467 467  277 277  



[6]



3. Machine axis interactions During milling phases, the equivalent stiffness of some mechanical elements is going to vary. The process cannot be longer considered as stationary and linear without taking some cautions. Hypothesis: the mechanical parameter variation (equivalent stiffness) in accordance with the axis relative position is low respect to the commanded magnitudes (times constants of position loops, of speed and of current). The functional diagram (figure 11) shows the model used for the interactions between Y-axis (vertical) and Z-axis (horizontal) of the H1350 milling machine. This model shows two interaction types: - an internal interaction which leads to variation of natural frequencies according the nut position on the screw , - an external interaction that leads to modify natural frequencies of the considered axis according the nut position on the screw of the second axis. 3.1. Influence of internal interaction on Z During the nut displacement on the axis Z screw, the damping, the masses and the inertias stay constant but the stiffness (in torsion and in traction/compression) fluctuates according the screw length before the nut. The transfer function numerical expression H3r(s) will change and the non null natural frequencies, straightly tied to the stiffness in the transmission, are going "to slip" during the nut displacement. For example, when the nut is moving along Z, the variation of the equivalent stiffness in torsion k'zeq (figure 7) is 7,5.103 Nm/rad (then 33% of maximum value) and the equivalent stiffness in traction-compression k z2eq fluctuates by 3,5.108 N/m (35% of maximum value).
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Figure 11. Interaction model 3.2. Influence external interaction of Y/Z The H1350 tool mass bearer is vertically shifting on the structure (axis Y - figures 1 and 11). The rising equivalent natural frequency, in the considered direction, is going to be modified along with the tool bearer position (Yp) since the masses repartition is different. The natural frequencies in the transfer function H3r(s) (Zaxis of the mechanical transmission) are going to evolve in a tool bearer position (Yp) [DUM 97]. The two axis inter-action Y and Z during a simultaneous displacement leads to a frequency change of each mode shape in Z-axis of the mechanical transmission. These interactions don't necessarily act in the same direction (frequency rise or decrease) and it is necessary, for every two axis position, to define the variation of the natural frequencies that appear in the transfer function H3r(s). A variation law of the natural frequencies according the two parameters Ze and Yp of the mechanical structure has been established by making a finite element analysis for the two different axis positions. A polynomial smoothing allows to obtain an interpolation surface. The one natural frequency variation structure's is then represented by a surface. The curve plotted on figure 12 shows the fluctuation of the first natural frequency in the transfer function H3r(s) versus to the two parameters Ze and YP.
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Figure 12. Evolution of the first natural frequency The transfer function H3r(s) (expression [2]) can be written as a parametrable form: H 3 r (s ) =
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[7] The evolution of the natural frequencies have to be taken into account in the model in order to establish the driving laws in agreement with the fixed aims. We can then consider two driving strategies : - an "adaptative" driving strategy which parameters move according the relative position of elements. In this case, calculus of the parameters has to be done in real time, which at present seems hard to do ; - a sufficiently strong driving strategy to avoid to take into account the frequency fluctuations of the transfer function H3r(s), this yields to an easier model. The choice will, in fact, depends on the natural frequency variation range taken into account for the command strategy. If the natural frequencies strongly vary, it becomes necessary to take process complex conjugated poles positions into account. On the other hand, if the variation is weak, the complex conjugated poles positions are going to few change, and in this case a sufficiently hardy command may be sufficient. Experimental studies were lead on machine tools with the same transmission chain type. They show first natural frequency of about 10% to the maximum. The results agree with the theoretical study and show that the mutual interactions of each axis are going to straightly influence the respective natural frequencies. The natural frequencies range changes are significant enough to take it into account in the command strategies. In this context, we can see, for example, that one of the



present classical solutions, which consist to set "cutting band" filters for the n first natural frequencies, may not suit. It is difficult to accurately define the filter setting frequencies and this highlights the limits of this kind of solution. Let us remember finally the over offset due to a natural frequencies valuing mistake [BAR 95]. 4. Complex mechanical modes 4.1. Mode shapes The structure deformations are complex. A modal analysis done on a machine-tool shows the shapes, due to traction, flexion, curving, torsion phenomena that take place in every direction of the machine axis. The previous chapters show an appropriate algorithm that allows improving the dynamic characteristics of a positioning chain with stiffness [DUM 98-04]. Can't we generalize the approach by copying these same algorithms on every axis? As the mode shapes are in each direction, couldn't we "evaluate the dynamic behaviour" on the 6 degrees of freedom (3 translations, 3 rotations) so that an active control could be performed along with the directions equipped actuators? The response to natural frequencies depends upon the actuator input in a direction. As the machine geometry is complex (3 dimensions), the shape and the frequency behaviour in a direction are also influenced by other solicitations sources and particularly to different actionors. Figure 13 illustrates this mechanical coupling phenomenon. CmX
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Figure 13. Diagram of principle for complex coupling phenomena



If the direction of the mode shapes is the same as the controlled axis, we can define in which proportion each axis is going to be influenced. Simulations on the position parameter of the transmission chain are always performed by taking care of the n first natural frequencies in the considered direction. But the model is going to be enriched with the coupling function of each other two axis:



Y (s ) = H Ynr (s ) ⋅C mY (s) + H Z / Y (s ) ⋅C mZ (s) + H X / Y (s ) ⋅C mX (s )



[8]



From these experimental results the functional scheme of the Y axis transmission chain including coupling functions can be set in place (figure 14). FpY(s) CmX(s)
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Figure 14. Y -Axis transmission chain functional diagram The input parameter of the coupling functions can be measured, picked up or estimated. In every cases, they are known since they correspond to the command entering in torque (or to its image) of other machine axis. 4.2. Command strategy limits The "classical" HSM machine tools owe three perpendicular axes. In this approach, some complex modes (in space deformations) will not be able to be "absorbed" with the proposed strategy. On the H1350, the 1st computed mode shape (figure 15) or the 7th mode (figure 16) show a spatial displacement. A part of these deformations (rotations for example) can not be rectified by one of the three perpendicular axes nor by a grouping of those. In these conditions, it is the mechanical and driving global design that has to be optimized. It is indeed impossible to remove the natural frequencies of the mechanical structure only by choices in the mechanical design.



Figure 16. Detail of the representation of node displacement for the 7th mode



Figure 15. Representation of node displacement for the 1st mode by vectors 6 Conclusion The main drawback of this work illustrates a large schedule concerning of design and simulation of complex electro-mechanical systems. The modern design of machine tool goes through a global process behaviour simulation associated to its command. To obtain tool paths that are compatible with the wished accurate milling they are straightly tied to kinematic chain results. This problem puts to the front the need to model the process by integrating the dynamics of structures. The model with localized constants seems to be a suitable solution as far as the first mode shapes are witnesses of stiffness in the kinematic chain. Once the process is known and a model is established, the command strategies could be realized, for example, an active control on every axis to reduce the influences of resonances. But the motion of the mode shapes is complex. The planned dynamic behaviour is only real if the mode shapes can be controlled with one or several axes. On the contrary, the command strategy will not be able to exert this active control since none of the commanded axis can act in the deformation’s direction. Choices in the design of the operational part are closely tight to those of the command part and vice versa. It's impossible to remove the structure resonance only by the design of the mechanical structure. The vibration simulations give the different mode shapes and allow directing the choices. The mechanical structure has to be designed in trying to get "oriented deformations" in each of those every time if possible.
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